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experiment with eukaryotic cellular
DNA. For example, the phage recombinants we constructed were ligated at a
PY DNA concentration of 66 ug/ml, and
only one of the 20 clones studied contained a dimeric insert. If, for example,
during the course of a shotgun experiment, tissue inadvertently infected with
a papovavirus and containing virus or
DNA at an average of 100 genome equivalents per cell was used as the source of
DNA, the ligation reaction mixture containing 66 /,tg of cellular DNA would
contain approximately 0.006 jug of viral
DNA. Not only would the number of recombinants containing single copies of
viral DNA be very low (about one clone
per 104), but the number containing a dimeric insert would be negligible, since
dimer formation would be highly concentration-dependent. Furthermore, our results and those of others (7) indicate that
recombinants containing more than one
copy of viral DNA are unstable in the
rec bacteria used for their propagation
and would eventually disappear from the
population.
In view of the widespread interest in
the polyoma cloning experiments as a
way of evaluating certain postulated potential biohazards of recombinant DNA
research, it is important to give our perception of what the studies presented in
this and the preceding report (1) do and
what they do not contribute to the assessment of risk. First, no single experimental system or program can declare
recombinant DNA research to be "dangerous" or "safe." Risk assessment of a
large and complex area of research is incremental, and our findings should be
viewed as a useful addition to, and confirmation of, the immense body of relevant preexisting knowledge of virology
and bacteriology that has already been
considered in the context of risk assessment.
Our data are most pertinent to the
question of cloning viral sequences, but
they have some implications for general
cloning of eukaryotic DNA in E. coli as
well. With regard to the former, our findings give no support to the concept, already virtually eliminated by the accumulating knowledge of the complexity of
viral gene regulation and synthesis, that
bacteria carrying recombinant plasmids
or phages containing a eukaryotic viral
genome would become producers of virus particles.
In the many discussions with virologists during the planning of these studies,
there was a general consensus that the
experiments would show E. coli carrying
PY-X or PY-plasmids to induce no PY infections when given by mouth, to give
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some infections when given parenterally,
and to be quite infectious by parenteral
injection if the insert was an oligomer.
The most striking feature of our results,
then, is the extremely low or absent infectivity of the recombinant molecules.
In no instance was a recombinant molecule with a monomeric insert infectious,
and in no instance did oral or parenteral
administration of massive doses of live
recombinant-containing E. coli induce
PY infection.
We thus view these results as being
highly reassuring with respect to the
safety of cloning viral genomes in E.
coli.
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Melting of lo by Tidal Dissipation
Abstract. The dissipation of tidal energy in Jupiter's satellite Io is likely to have
melted a major fraction of the mass. Consequences of a largely molten interior may
be evident in pictures of Io's surface returned by Voyager I.
The free eccentricity of Io's orbit is
approximately .00001 (1). If this eccentricity accounted for all of the variation
in the Jupiter-Io separation, the dissipation of energy from tides raised on lo
by Jupiter would be negligibly small (2),
since lo is synchronously rotating. But
the resonant structure of the Galilean
satellite leads to forced eccentricities
that are considerably larger than the free
values. Although still modest by most
standards, these forced eccentricities
coupled with the enormous tides induced
by Jupiter lead to magnitudes of tidal dissipation that are certainly important and
may completely dominate the thermal
history of the innermost satellite lo. We
will first establish values of the forced
eccentricities and later substitute these
into an expression for the total tidal dissipation.
The Galilean satellites are numbered
in the conventional manner with 1 to 4
corresponding respectively to lo, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto. Let Xi, n,
(=dXi/dt), and c&idenote the mean longitude, mean orbital motion, and longitude
of the perijove. The relation n, 3n2 + 2n3 = 0 is satisfied exactly within
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observational error such that XA3X2 + 2X3 = 180?with no observed libration amplitude. This is the well-known
Laplace relation and is often called simply the libration. In addition, the mean
motions of 1 and 2 and, separately, of 2
and 3 are nearly in the ratio 2:1
n - 2n2 = n - 2n3 = ?739507/day

(1)

compared to n2 = 101?375/day. The
nearness of the two sets of mean motions
to the 2:1 commensurability suggests
that some of the resonance variables
i - 2X2

+

()l,

X 1-

2X2 +

W>2,

X2

2X3

and X2 - 2X3 + )03 may be librating about constant values. A periodic
solution of the equations of motion with
these resonance variables having constant values was used by de Sitter (3) as a
first approximation in his theory of the
Galilean satellites. Sinclair (4) has rederived the complete periodic solution and
shown that in fact the first three of the
four resonance variables are librating
with small amplitude-the first and third
about 0? and the second about 180?. This
means that conjunctions of 1 and 2 occur
when 1 is near its perijove and 2 is near
its apojove; conjunctions of 2 and 3 oc+

(?2,
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for Europa. Both agree with Sinclair's
values. Lieske (5) finds the "eccentricity-like" term with argument 2X1 and amplitude .0041 in his
2k2(=X1 - &Ci)
precise expression for the jovicentric
distance of lo, in good agreement with
the above value of e1.
The total tidal dissipation in a synchronously rotating, homogeneous satellite in
an eccentric orbit is given by Peale and
Cassen (2)
Fig. 1. Ratio of total tidalheatingrate in a solid mantleto that in a completelysolid lo as a
function of the liquidcore radius.

cur when 2 is near its perijove, but 3 may
be anywhere in its orbit.
The librations of the above two-body
resonance variables indicate that the
Galilean system is very close to the periodic solution. Sinclair's derivation includes the values of the forced eccentricities, but we can arrive at the eccentricities of the two inner orbits from the
opposite direction by using the fact that
the first three of the above two-body resonance variables are librating about constant values. Therefore, on the average
n - 2n2 +

il =

il-

2n2 + o02=

1s2 - 2na +W2 = 0

(2)

from which
(0) =

)2 = - ?739507/day

(3)

where the numerical value follows from
Eq. 1. But
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describes the motion of lo's perijove,
where Rj is Jupiter's equatorial radius; Js
is the zonal gravitational harmonic; mj
and M are masses of satellites and Jupiter; aclj = a/caj, where ai are the semi-

major axes of the orbits; and Fo(aij) and
Fi(aij) are 0(1). The first term is due to

Jupiter's oblateness, the terms in the
sum are the secular perturbations of the
other satellites, and the last term is a periodic term which is now constant because of the resonance. All quantities in
Eq. 4 are known except the eccentricity
e1 and the solution yields
el = .0043

(5)

for lo. A similar equation gives
e2
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= .011

(6)

dE

dt

=-

36 Trp2n5R7e2

19

,u Q

(7)

where p is the density, tJ is the rigidity,
Rs is the satellite radius, and Q is the specific dissipation function. In Eq. 7 terms
proportional to e:1and smaller have been
neglected. From their densities (- 3.5 g/
cm3) Io and Europa are each likely to
have a rigidity similar to that of the
moon, Aj= 6.5 x 1011dyne/cm2. We find

Rc/Rs

Fig. 2. (Solid curve)Normalizedaveragelocal
dissipationin a solid mantleoverlyinga liquid
core as a functionof the normalizedcore radius. (Dashed curve) Normalized heating rate
necessary to maintain a given temperature
across a solid convecting mantle.

three times the current radioactive heating rate estimated for the moon (7). The
energy would be dissipated nonuni1.6 x 1021
dE l
formly, with a central heating rate about
=
-l-Q
erg/sec
dt
dt 1
three times the average, or 2 x 10-6 erg/
Q1
cm3-sec. Earth's moon is nearly the
dE
7.8 x 10eg
erg/sec
same size and mass as lo but is heated
dt 2
Q2
by the decay of radioactive isotopes at
The energy dissipated in, say, the sat- an average rate of 2.3 x 10-7 erg/cm:-sec
ellite lo must come from the orbit, which (7). Thus, the center of a homogeneous
would lead to an increase in the orbital lo would be heated at a rate nearly ten
mean motion
times that inferred for the lunar interior,
and this factor would be further en3
dn_
dE_
hanced by any radioactive heat sources
dt
nimla2 dt
within lo, or if the lunar heat sources
were substantially concentrated toward
7.4 x 1022 rad/sec2
(8) the surface. Since the moon is believed
to be near or at the melting point in its
For comparison, the tidal transfer of en- deep interior (8), it seems likely that the
ergy to the orbit from Jupiter's rotation much higher heating rate in lo has
is
caused melting in lo's interior.
But the heating rate due to tidal dis9
mn n R5 =
dnt
9_
(
sipation in the solid mantle of a planet
2
M
dt J
QJC}
with a liquid core can be much greater
than that in a homogeneous body with
2.5 X 10-17
properties like those of the solid mantle.
QJ
In Fig. 1 we show how the total heating
where k2 = 0.5 is the fluid Love number rate varies as a function of a liquid core
for Jupiter. If these rates are to exactly radius as determined by the calculations
cancel
of Peale and Cassen (2). The increase in
rate is due to the increased
dissipation
x
104 Q,
(10)
Qj =3.4
amplitude of the strain variation as the
For reasonable values of Q1(such as 100) mantle thickness decreases. The sharp
the above Qj exceeds the lower bound of increase in total dissipation with core
-50,000 derived from the current prox- radius can lead to the runaway melting
imity of lo to Jupiter after 4.6 x 109 described by Peale and Cassen (2). Heatyears of tidal evolution (6). It is seen that ing in the solid mantle melts material
the orbit configuration might be main- near the liquid core, thereby diminishing
tained while the energy dissipated in lo is the mantle thickness. The thinner elastic
ultimately replenished from Jupiter's ro- shell undergoes greater deformation and
tation. Dissipation in Io would also tend hence a greater heating rate.
to reduce the eccentricity, but this is preHowever, before we can conclude that
vented by the resonant interaction with such a runaway melting is likely for lo,
the efficiency with which heat is reEuropa.
The current tidal heating rate in a ho- moved from the interior must be estimogeneous lo (with Q = 100) is about mated. It is likely that heat generated
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within a solid planetary body as large as
lo is transported by solid-state convection. The uniform heating rate that
would be necessary to maintain a temperature difference AT across a solid convecting layer of mantle can be
H =
the relation
estimated
by
(0.4)ATkR1/4/L2. Here L is the mantle
thickness, k is the thermal conductivity,
and Ra is the Rayleigh number
agL5H/2kKv (g, a, K, and v are the gravitational acceleration thermal expansion
coefficient, thermal diffusivity, and kinematic viscosity, respectively). This formula is based on both experimental data
(9) and numerical calculations with
spherical geometry (10). Its application
to problems of planetary heat transfer is
discussed in detail by Schubert et al.
(11).
Suppose that, for L = Rs (no liquid
core) and AT equal to that necessary for
melting at the center of the satellite, H
was just equal to H0, the mean tidal heating rate for a solid lo. Then H/Ho is approximately Rs/L for all L, since AT and
the other parameters would not vary appreciably with L. Figure 2 shows
H/Ho = Rs/L. Also plotted in Fig. 2 is
H,r, the mean tidal dissipation rate in the
mantle, also normalized by Ho. As the
core radius increases, heating due to
tidal dissipation exceeds by an increasing amount the energy that can be removed by solid-state convection. By comparison with the moon, it seems likely
that H/Ho < 1 for L = Rs, in which case
the dashed curve in Fig. 2 would lie even
farther below the curve of HT/Ho. Thus,
solid convection cannot prevent the
melting from rapidly spreading through
the rest of the satellite once melting has
occurred at the center.
The result of this runaway melting process is a planet with a large molten core
and a solid outer shell, the thickness of
which is limited by conduction of the internally generated heat to the surface, or
possibly by the onset of nonelastic behavior such as fracture. Conduction-limited runaway would result in a thin shell
indeed. The solid curve in Fig. 2 reaches
an upper limit of 500, which was calculated by using the shell equations derived
by Peale and Cassen (2). Then for conductive equilibrium of the shell,
H/H( = 2kAT/HoL2.

With k = 4 x 105

erg/cm-sec-K and AT = 1300 K, the
thickness L would be 18 km. The periodic component of the tide in this nearly
fluid satellite would have a maximum
amplitude of 100 m.
The implications of the orbital resonances of the inner three Galilean satellites are profound for the thermal state of
lo. These calculations suggest that Io
894

might currently be the most intensely
heated terrestrial-type body in the solar
system. The surface of the type of body
postulated here has not yet been directly
observed, and although the morphology
of such a surface cannot be predicted in
any detail, one might speculate that
widespread and recurrent surface volcanism would occur, leading to extensive differentiation and outgassing (12).
Transient infrared brightening of lo has
recently been observed (13). Surface
magmatic events might produce such
brightening. The appearance of craters
produced by events of sufficient energy
to penetrate the crust should be different
from those on bodies with thick, solid
mantles. The question of distinguishing
between a solid mantle and a liquid
mantle with a thin crust is important for
the outer icy satellites as well as for lo.
Although this structural model of lo is
analogous to the solid crust-liquid
mantle model proposed for the large icy
satellites (14), it has recently been shown
that the hypothetical liquid mantle of
these satellites would be solidified by
solid-state convection in the icy crust
(15). Finally, cosmic elemental abundance ratios, the density of lo, and the
high internal temperatures would imply a
molten iron core with a radius perhaps
one-third that of Io. Therefore, by analogy with Earth, the satellite might have a
magentic field, the interaction of which
with the jovian magnetosphere would be
the source of interesting plasma phenom-

ena. Voyager images of lo may reveal
evidence for a planetary structure and
history dramatically different from any
previously observed.
S. J. PEALE

Department of Physics,
University of California,
Santa Barbara 93106
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Anomalous Bottom Water South of the Grand Banks
Suggests Turbidity Current Activity
Abstract. Highly turbid bottom water at the margin of the Sohm Abyssal Plain was
identified by its temperature, salinity, and oxygen content as originating upslope on
the continental rise. The fact that the particulate concentrations were one to two
orders of magnitude higher than are normally found in deep ocean waters suggests a
turbidity current as the agent bringing this water downslope.
In 1952 Heezen and Ewing (1) showed
that submarine telegraph cables must
have been severed by a massive turbidity
current that developed after the 1929
Grand Banks earthquake rather than as
the result of the direct action of earth
shocks, as had been supposed. Although
it is doubtful that turbid water remains
from that particular event, muddy water
has been photographed at the bottom in
the Sohm Abyssal Plain, presumably
from more recent turbidity current
events in the same region (2).
Near-bottom water samples collected
south of the Grand Banks in 1971 contained an unusually high concentration
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of suspended particulate matter. Many
hundreds of light-scattering profiles have
been obtained in Atlantic Ocean waters,
and the broad-scale horizontal and vertical distribution of particulate matter has
been mapped from these data (3). Our
1971 measurements are truly anomalous
when compared to this overall distribution, and in light of some recent data collected in the same region (4-7) we report
here on our reexamination of the 1971
data.
The bottom waters overlying the western margins of the North and South Atlantic basins contain high concentrations
of suspended particulate material. ConSCIENCE, VOL. 203, 2 MARCH 1979

